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"This report was prepared as an account of Government-
sponsored work. Neither the United States, or the Energy
Research and Development Administration nor any person
acting on behalf of the Commission

A.  Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus
method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately owned rights; or

B.  Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of, any infor-
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, · 'person acting on behalf of the
Commission' includes any employee or .contractor of the
Administration or employee of such contractor, to the
extent that such employee or contractor prepares, dissem-
inates, or provides access to, any information pursuant
to his employment or contract with the Administration or
his employment with such contractor."
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1.  General

The M.I.T. Reactor is now operating routinely at 100% power,
which will permit re-institution of the experimental phase of
project activities.

A paper summarizing project work on internal blankets was
presented at the International Meeting on Fast Reactor Safety
and Related Physics, held in Chicago, October 5-8, 1976.  A
copy was attached to our previous Quarterly Progress Report
(COO-2250-23), and the full text will appear in the conference
proceedings.

Professor Driscoll attended a meeting of the LCCEWG in
Germantown on December 12, 1976 to discuss results submitted
by M.I.T. and other contractors on an initial benchmark cal-
culation (refer to section 3 of this report).

Two topical reports are now in the rough draft stage, and
are scheduled to be issued during the coming quarter:

J.I. Shin and M.J. Driscoll, "Evaluation of Advanced
Fast Reactor Blanket Designs," COO-2250-25, MITNE-199,
Feb. 1977 (est.)

A. Salehi, M.J. Driscoll and O.L. Deutsch, "Resonance
Region Neutronics of Unit Cells in Fast and Thermal
Reactors," COO-2250-26, MITNE-200, March 1977 (est.)

2.  Experimental Program

During the past quarter the following work was completed:

(a) The RPL detector for TLD readout was completed. The
final design was optimized to.have a good signal-to-background
ratio and at the same time a large signal.  Unirradiated,
annealed TLD's emit a signal equivalent to 80 rads of exposure
(the dark signal component is approximately equivalent to 8
rads). This is quite acceptable for present purposes (gamma
heating measurements), where exposures of from several hundred
to several thousand rads are planned. In our prototype reader
a 1 mm dia, 6 mm long TLD will give rise to a signal of 5 counts
per second per rad of exposure. This apparatus is now ready for
routine use in our experimental program.

(b) Insertion of Blanket Mockup No. 5B into the irradiation
facility has.been carried out. This mockup has a one-row blanket
reflected by three rows of steel assemblies (plus additional sheet
steel outboard to insure against boundary perturbations).  It
will be used in a program of reflector region and blanket/reflector
interface measurements during the remainder of the FY.
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(C) Horizontal and vertical gold foil traverse have
been made on Blanket Mockup No. 5B, which confirm that the
flux shape is cosine in both directions, with an extrapolated
height of 60 in and an extrapolated width of 74 in.  These
values are the same as before the MITR renovation and we con-
clude that the facility is fully operational and ready for
subsequent experiments.

During the coming quarter U-238(n,f) and In(n,n')
traverses through the blanket and reflector will be carried
Out.

3.  Benchmark Calculations

During the LCCEWG meeting referred to in section 1 a
number of details concerning problem setup and execution of
the initial set of benchmark calculations were clarified.
This permitted completion of a final version of the M.I.T.
calculations. The results are appended to this report.

4.  Calculations of Heterogeneous Systems

The work recently completed by Salehi and now being written
up (see section 1) has generated results of considerable interest.
Although his results confirm that heterogeneity is not an impor-
tant consideration in our blanket calculations, we have (under
funding provided by another ERDA-sponsored project) extended
his methodology to PWR unit cell calculations.

Salehi's method is embodied in the form of an equivalence
theorem which permits calculation of heterogeneous self shielding

factors from tabulated homogeneous values in the Bondarenko f(aQ)formulation. We have calculated PWR unit cells in this manner
using a 55-group LMFBR cross section set. It was found that
epithermal group capture cross sections of U-238 predicted by
LEOPARD and our LMFBR approach agreed within a few percent over
a wide range of unit cell sizes, fuel pin diameters and fuel-
to-moderator ratios. While more proof testing is in order it
would appear that there are now excellent prospects for develop-
ment of unified cross section processing methods and codes
applicable to both fast and thermal reactors.

5.  Administrative Items

The monthly financial report for December is attached.

As of December 31, 1976 the project staff was as
follows:

Staff

M.J. Driscoll
A.T. Supple (part-time Engineering Assistant)
R. Morton (part-time Computer Operations Assistant)
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Studenss

A. Salehi, Sc.D. Student, Research Assistant
J. Shin, Sc.D. Student, Research Assistant
H. Khan, Part-time Computer Assistant
J. Pasztor, Part-time Laboratory Assistant
T. Reckart, Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
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T Results For The L. LEWD Benchmark Problem

2.  Computational Basis

A. Energy Group Structure:

Group Highest Energy (MeV) Neutron Velocity (cm/sec)
16.49000 1.8760 E + 09

2 0.82080 5.5673 E + 08
3 0.04087 1.5876 E + 08
- .0.002035 4.2981 E + 07

B.  Fission Spectrum:
G r o u p                    1                                          2                                                  3                                               4

0.75969 0.23715 0.003127 0-00003568

C.  Geometry and Code:
1'- core-6 points/Hex. ; 2 dimensional diffusion code  (2DB)

D.  Cross-section Rearrangement:
1. group cross-section set supplied by G.E. in CCCC format was
transferred to 2DB format. Absorption cross-section was
defined by

G   = ·G +G - 0ab          f          -·w    n2n

-4  -2E.  Axial Buckling: 4.44 x 13  cm

F.  Flau-to-Flat Distance of Fuel Assembly: 13.89 cm

G.  rine Volume (liters): (1/4 core and 1 cm height)

oore zone 1 (CZ1) ; 7. 5187

Jore zone 2 (CZ2) ;  7.5187
Blanket (B)  1  .9.7743
Structure (S) ; 8.5212

Control Rod (CR) ; 0.73365

Total 3_.12655

H.  __:al Fission Source is nornalized to 1.0.

5-5 neutron fission scuroe in a given group g and region z
i s Kiven bv

A
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keff .E=l

where $ is the total flux for group g in region z.
gZ

The total fission source is obtained by summing the above

expression over all groups and regions.

I.  Energy Production: 215 Mev/Fission
0

K.  Boundary Condition: 90  rotation periodic boundary

Left boundary: reflective

Right b.oundary: vacuum

Outside Core Corner: filled with 1 % Na

Top boundary: vacuum

Bottom boundary: Reflective

II. Results

A. Case: Base Case - All control rods out except
Ouser-Corner control rods in

B. Convergence Criteria:

-6
k   ·  l 'r -k | <   1.0  x  10eff '  i ..eff i+1 eff i' -

-4
Flux ;     (0i+1 - ti)/ti  1 < 1.0 x 10

*
C.  Buckling Search :  4.4416 E -04 cm-2

-4  -2.
Suggested value is 4.44 x 10 cm Values quoted below are for
the fixed buckling case, 4.44 E - 04 cm-2

D. 1, 0.999381.96--eff    :
E                                                                                                     '

E.  Critical Mass (Kg) :
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sotope Czl :Z2         B          Total

FU-239 2.2670 3.0130 0.0 5.2800
Pu-240 0.8688 1.2280 0.0 2.0968
Fu-241 0.4212 0.5716 0.0 0.9928
Pu-242 0.2417 0.3383 0.0 O.5800
U-238 22.8500 21.4800 54.1100 98.4400
U-235 0.0557 0.0528 0.1602 0.2687

*e

per cm core height per quarter core

F.  Regional Power Distribut4on (MW  )-    4 th

core zone 1 ;  391.52
core zone 2 ; 366.85
Blanket ;   12.825

Total 771.195 (quarter core)

G.  Breeding Ratio" :
28-   hoE. (C  + C' )

*
BR   E.        3,3

I  (A49 + A41 + A25)
7 4»' 5 -

core zone 1   0.5560
core zone 2 0.3677
Blanket 0.2207

Total 1.1444

H.  Average Power Density of Core (MW /liter): 50.4323th

I.  Average and Regional Peak Fission Rate (#/cm3-sec);
1) Average Fission Rate in Core; 2.23932-05a #/cm3-sec
2) 3Zl Peak/Average Fission Rate; 1.1456
3) CZ2 Peak/Average Fission Rate; 1.3063
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J. Pointwise Neutron Flux Spectrum: (Positions.are indicated in Figure 1)

2     (a)tijg (#/cm -sed)437)Un

A               B             C             D        E          F

11 1.3423E-03 1.2415E-03 1.2703E-03 4.5286E-04 2.202OE-06 2.0474E-09

12 6.1067E-03 6.843OE-03  6.1396E-03  2.5580E-03 1.0262E-04  1.2103E-06
3 2.006OE-03 2.5287E-03  2.1142E-03  9.4947E-04 7.9187E-05  6.4281E-07       p

P
4 2.869OE-04 5.2172E-04  4.0292E-04 .1.45OBE-04 3.0639E-05  6.3756E-07

'1< , . ,i , :i t'k S The flux Peak Power Peak
in group 1 in CZ1 power
is a max. is here ·in CZ2
here is here
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2. (a) To obtain values. do-patible with the results of
1/6 vore representations, this value should be multiplied by

1.5.

K.  Reaction Rate in Each Zone (r/sec-zone):

I
S

· OL
6/

0
Zone Pe Pu-239 U-238 Fe

CZ1-F 1.0788E-01 2.6074E-02 0.0

CZ2-F 1.0307E-01 2.0783E-02 0.0

CZ1-A 1.3891E-01 2.0401E-01 5.2867E,03
CZ2-A 1.2988E-01 1.3568E-01 3.6256E-03
B-F 0.0 4.1688E-03 0.0

B-A 0.0 7.8896E-02 8.2367E-04
S-A 0.0 0.0 7-4537E-04

F: Fission A: Absorption

L.  Na void effect for 100% removal of Na from each core
zcne and associated axial blanket:

keff

base case 0.99938196
without Na in (Zl 1.00442700
without Na in CZ2 0.99884915
Ak/k in (Zl 0.5048%
Ak/k.in CZ2 -0.0533%

M.  Control Rod Worth:
keff

base case 0.99938196
all control rods in 0.95374501
all control rods out 1.02192500
62/k; all in -4.5665%
Ak/k; all out 2.2557%

N.  tomputation Time: 4.292 Min. of CPU time on an IBM 370
(Model 163)
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Figure 1  Core Layout with 600 Rotation Periodic Boundary
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Regions

1 = Core Zone 1
2 = Core Zone 2
3 = Radial Blanket
4 = Radial Reflector
5 = li Na "Corner" Region..


